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ABSTRACT
We present results from a narrow-band survey of the field around the high-redshift radio
galaxy MRC 2104−242. We have selected Hα emitters in a 7 arcmin2 field and compared
the measured number density with that of a field sample at similar redshift. We find that
MRC 2104−242 lies in an overdensity of galaxies that is 8.0 ± 0.8 times the average density
of a blank field, suggesting it resides in a large-scale structure that may eventually collapse
to form a massive cluster. We find that there is more dust obscured star formation in the
protocluster galaxies than in similarly selected control field galaxies and there is tentative
evidence of a higher fraction of starbursting galaxies in the denser environment. However, on
average we do not find a difference between the star formation rate (SFR)–mass relations of
the protocluster and field galaxies and so conclude that the SFR of these galaxies at z ∼ 2.5
is governed predominantly by galaxy mass and not the host environment. We also find that
the stellar mass distribution of the protocluster galaxies is skewed towards higher masses and
there is a significant lack of galaxies at M < 1010 M within our small field of view. Based
on the level of overdensity we expect to find ∼22 star-forming galaxies below 1010 M in
the protocluster and do not detect any. This lack of low-mass galaxies affects the level of
overdensity which we detect. If we only consider high-mass (M > 1010.5 M) galaxies, the
density of the protocluster field increases to ∼55 times the control field density.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: individual: MRC 2104−242 – galaxies: high-redshift.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Locally, the star formation rate (SFR)–mass relation does not change
as a function of galaxy environment; the fraction of galaxies which
are star forming differs but the specific star formation rate (sSFR)
is constant irrespective of environment (Peng et al. 2010). This
SFR–mass relation evolves with redshift, however, cluster and field
galaxies continue to lie on the same relation up to z = 1 (Muzzin
et al. 2012). At higher redshifts, studies have found that this trend
of a constant sSFR between galaxies in the process of forming a
cluster (protocluster galaxies) and field galaxies appears to con-
tinue, implying a sSFR independent of environment (Koyama et al.
2013a,b). The existence of a ‘main sequence’ (MS) for galaxies
suggests that star formation in galaxies proceeds in the same way
in (proto)clusters as it does in the field, even at redshifts z > 2. Pro-
tocluster galaxy properties, however, differ from those in the field:
the progenitors of low-redshift clusters have previously been found
to contain member galaxies that are older, more star forming, more
 E-mail: Elizabeth.Cooke@nottingham.ac.uk
metal rich and twice as massive as field galaxies at the same redshift
(Steidel et al. 2005; Hatch et al. 2011b; Koyama et al. 2013a; Kulas
et al. 2013). This implies that cluster galaxies have experienced an
accelerated growth in their early years, yet their sSFRs show no
difference from the field up to redshift z = 2.
Previously, the SFR–mass relation at z > 2 has been studied us-
ing masses derived from K-band fluxes, and SFRs corrected using
mass-dependent dust extinction estimates (Koyama et al. 2013a,b).
Using a dust extinction law that is solely dependent on the mass
of the object makes it difficult to find extreme starbursts that lie
above the MS. Using the rest-frame ultraviolet (UV) slope as a
direct measure of dust extinction, as well as infrared star forma-
tion indicators such as 24 and 250 μm fluxes, may help to break this
degeneracy between normal star-forming galaxies and heavily dust-
obscured star-bursting objects. Combining this with spectral energy
distribution (SED)-derived masses should provide a better mea-
sure of the SFR–mass relation for protocluster and field galaxies at
z > 2.
In this paper we investigate the SFR–mass relation in a candi-
date protocluster field, around the radio galaxy MRC 2104−242.
This field was observed as part of an infrared survey of eight
C© 2014 The Authors
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high-redshift radio galaxies (HzRGs), described in Galametz et al.
(2010) and Hatch et al. (2011a). Four of these HzRGs appeared
to be surrounded by an overdensity of red galaxies, one of which
(MRC 0156−252) has recently been spectroscopically confirmed to
lie within a large-scale structure (Galametz et al. 2013). Another of
these targets, MRC 2104−242, had a 3σ overdensity of red galax-
ies and the angular correlation function showed that the galaxies
in this field were more clustered than average (Hatch et al. 2011a).
MRC 2104−242 lies at z = 2.49, which means the Hα emission line
falls directly within the Infrared Spectrometer And Array Camera
(ISAAC) narrow-band filter at 2.29 μm. This allows us to select
star-forming galaxies within a narrow redshift range (z = 0.05)
around the radio galaxy. Using optical to mid-infrared (MIR) pho-
tometry we have studied the masses and star-forming properties of
Hα selected galaxies around MRC 2104−242. We have compared
the results in the radio galaxy field to a control field sample, using
the same selection techniques throughout.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the ob-
servations, data reduction and sample selection. Section 3 describes
our methods in determining the galaxy properties. In Section 4
we present our results and look at galaxy properties as a function
of environment. Section 5 discusses our key results and possible
implications, and Section 6 presents a summary. We assume a 
cold dark matter (CDM) cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1,
M = 0.3 and  = 0.7 throughout, unless stated otherwise. We
adopt a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF) for all our cal-
culations and magnitudes are given in the AB system unless stated
otherwise.
2 DATA
MRC 2104−242 lies at a redshift of 2.49 (McCarthy et al. 1990)
and has been found to lie in an overdensity of red galaxies
(J − H > H − Kw + 0.5 ∩ J − K > 1.5; see Hatch et al.
2011a). We have obtained photometry of this target in g′, z′, J, H,
Ks, 3.6, 4.5 and 24 μm bands as well as narrow-band photometry
at 2.29 μm, covering an area of 2.65 × 2.65 arcmin2. This narrow-
band filter is centred on the Hα emission line at z= 2.49, the redshift
of the radio galaxy. The width of the filter (324 Å) allows us to se-
lect Hα emitters in the range 2.46 < z < 2.51. This corresponds to
v ∼ 4300 km s−1, so we expect to detect all protocluster members.
2.1 Imaging and data reduction
2.1.1 NIR observations
MRC 2104−242 was observed in service mode using the High Acu-
ity Wide-field K-band Imager (HAWK-I; Kissler-Patig et al. 2008)
to obtain the H, J and Ks images, and ISAAC to obtain the narrow-
band (hereafter NB) 2.29 μm image. Details on the observations
and reduction of the H, J and Ks data are provided in Hatch et al.
(2011a). The NB data were obtained on 2011 October 8–10 for a
total integration time of 5.6 h. The ISAAC field of view is smaller
than the HAWK-I field of view (2.5 × 2.5 arcmin2 compared to
7.5 × 7.5 arcmin2), so the detector was aligned to match the cov-
erage of the HAWK-I chip containing the radio galaxy. The radio
galaxy was positioned in the upper right-hand section of the ISAAC
detector to match the spatial coverage of the deep HAWK-I data.
The NB data were reduced with the ESO/Multiscale Vision
Model (MVM) data reduction pipeline (Vandame 2004) and the as-
trometric solutions were derived using a catalogue from the Ks
HAWK-I data. The pixel scale of the H, J and Ks HAWK-I images
Table 1. Details of the images used. Limiting magnitudes
for the optical and NIR images were measured using ran-
domly placed 2 arcsec apertures. The IRAC image limits
were determined from their completeness curves.
Filter Integration time 3σ limit (AB) Instrument
(h)
g′ 3.8 27.8 GMOS-S
z′ 0.67 25.1 GMOS-S
J 3.38 25.3 HAWK-I
H 0.67 24.3 HAWK-I
Ks 1.53 24.0 HAWK-I
NB229 5.6 21.4 ISAAC
3.6 μm 0.44 23.0 IRAC
4.5 μm 0.44 22.7 IRAC
(0.106 arcsec pixel−1) was degraded to the ISAAC pixel scale of
0.148 arcsec pixel−1. The NB image was convolved to the seeing of
the Ks of 0.7 arcsec.
The total overlapping area of the NB, H, J and Ks images is
11.8 arcmin2, resulting from the large dithering pattern used dur-
ing the NB observations. To ensure the image depth was approxi-
mately consistent across the whole image, regions which had less
than 30 per cent of the maximum exposure time were masked out.
The remaining area is 7.09 arcmin2. The 3σ image depths given in
Table 1 were measured by placing 2 arcsec apertures at multiple
(∼10 000) random locations.
The NB image was flux calibrated using the HAWK-I Ks im-
age (which was flux calibrated using Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) stars in the field of view; see Hatch et al. 2011a) and
further adjustments were made to this calibration by comparing the
NB − Ks colour of stars in the images to the predicted colours of
stars in the Pickles stellar library. Uncertainties in the flux cali-
bration are <0.04 mag. No correction was applied to account for
Galactic extinction as this is negligible.
2.1.2 MIR and FIR observations
Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004) observations at
3.6 and 4.5 μm were obtained in 2009 during the warm Spitzer
mission (PID 60112) for a total integration time of 1600 s in both
bands. Details of the observations and data reduction can be found
in Galametz et al. (2012). The limiting magnitudes for the IRAC
bands were estimated from their completeness curves.
Spitzer/Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS; Rieke
et al. 2004) 24 μm data was obtained as part of the Spitzer High-
redshift Radio Galaxy sample survey. Full details of the observations
and data reduction can be found in Seymour et al. (2007).
Herschel/Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE;
Griffin et al. 2010) 250 μm imaging was obtained during the Search
for Protoclusters with Herschel (SPHer) survey. The depth of the
SPIRE data of the MRC 2104−242 field is identical to that of the
three control fields. A description of the data can be found in Rigby
et al. (2014).
2.1.3 Optical observations
Observations in the optical regime (g′ and z′ bands) were taken in
service mode using the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph-South
(GMOS-S; Hook et al. 2004) instrument on Cerro Pachon, Chile,
during the period 2010 August–November. The z′ band total inte-
gration time was 40 min, and the total g′ band integration time was
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3.8 h. The g′ and z′ data were reduced using the Gemini GEMTOOLS
IRAF package. The usual reduction steps were taken: bias subtraction,
flat-fielding and trimming of the image. The z′-band fringing was
removed using IDL to subtract the fringe frame, which had been cre-
ated using the IRAF package GIFRINGE. The images were mosaicked
and combined using IMCOMBINE.
The g′ image was flux calibrated by comparing the g′ − J colour of
stars in the image to those predicted using the Pickles stellar library
(the J image was flux calibrated using 2MASS stars in the field of
view; see Hatch et al. 2011a). The z′ image was then flux calibrated
similarly, using the g′ − z′ colour of stars. 3σ image depths were
measured by placing ∼10 000 random 2 arcsec apertures on the
images.
2.2 Control field
We compare our radio galaxy field to three control fields taken
from the Ultra Deep Survey (UDS), the Cosmic Evolution Sur-
vey (COSMOS) and the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey-
South (GOODS-S). We have photometry in approximately the same
bands as our radio galaxy field (B, z′, J, H, Ks, 3.6, 4.5, 24, 250 μm).
NB images were taken using the HAWK-I H2 2.12 μm filter for
the UDS and COSMOS fields and using the NB2090 filter for the
GOODS-S field. These filters detect Hα emission at 2.22 ≤ z ≤
2.26 and 2.18 ≤ z ≤ 2.21, respectively. When calculating densities
we scale our control field results according to the different volumes
given by each filter. Each of our control fields is limited by the size
of the NB field-of-view and are all approximately 57 arcmin2. We
refer to Hatch et al. (2011b) for details on the reduction of the Ks
and NB images. The remaining photometry was obtained from pub-
lic archives and is described in Capak et al. (2007, 2011), Furusawa
(2008), Retzlaff et al. (2010), McCracken et al. (2012), Hartley
et al. (2013). The Spitzer data was obtained from the NASA/IPAC
Infrared Science Archive. The Herschel 250 μm data was obtained
from the Herschel Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area Survey
(H-ATLAS; Eales et al. 2010) and re-reduced to have the same
depth as the MRC 2104−242 data, see Rigby et al. (2014) for
details.
2.3 Catalogues
The SEXTRACTOR software package (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) was
used to create a photometric catalogue of our data. We used
SEXTRACTOR in dual-image mode, using a weighted NB image as the
detection image, to obtain fluxes in all bands. The NB image was
weighted with the square root of the effective exposure map, which
takes background noise into account. We select as sources those
with 25 adjoining pixels that are 1σ above the rms background and
use apertures of 2 arcsec in diameter for measuring colours. These
apertures are significantly larger than the ∼0.7 arcsec full width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of point sources in the images.
Individual flux densities were measured using Kron AUTO aper-
tures. Limiting magnitudes for the optical and NIR bands were
estimated by measuring the standard deviation of the flux den-
sities in 2 arcsec diameter apertures placed randomly on the im-
ages (Table 1). For the IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 μm bands, SEXTRACTOR
was optimized with minarea = 4 pixels and DETECT THRESH = 2.5σ
above the rms background. The NB photometric catalogues were
matched with the IRAC catalogues within 1 arcsec using TOPCAT
(Taylor 2005) to produce the full photometric catalogue. In order to
determine what effect the choice of SEXTRACTOR parameters had on
our results, we checked our methods using three different parameter
Figure 1. Colour–magnitude diagram for the MRC 2104−242 field. Green
and orange points highlight NB-excess sources with Ks − NB > 2 and
Ks − NB > 3, respectively. The radio galaxy is highlighted with a red
star. The dashed line marks a rest-frame EW cut of 25 Å. The vertical dotted
line shows the 80 per cent completeness limit in the NB.
combinations: 2 arcsec fixed apertures (25 adjoining pixels), AUTO
apertures for 25 adjoining pixels and AUTO apertures with 24 adjoin-
ing pixels. We found that the choice of selection parameters does not
significantly affect our results and does not alter our conclusions.
2.4 Selection of NB sources
To obtain a sample of NB excess sources we followed the method
of Bunker et al. (1995), selecting sources with excess NB signal
relative to the Ks band. Sources with a value of Ks − NB ≥ 2
were selected as NB excess sources, with  defined as
 = 1 − 10
−0.4(K−NB)
10−0.4(zp−NB)
√
πr2ap(σ 2NB + σ 2K )
, (1)
where K and NB are the AB magnitudes in each band, σ values are
the SEXTRACTOR errors for each band, πr2ap is the area of the aperture
used and zp is the zero-point of the images; here zp = 26.9.
A rest-frame equivalent width (EW) cut of 25 Å was also used
to avoid contamination due to photometric errors. In Fig. 1 we plot
the Ks − NB colours against the NB magnitudes for all sources. 
quantifies the significance of the NB excess and our 2 selection
corresponds to a completeness cut in SFR of ∼7 M yr−1. We also
exclude sources with NB magnitude fainter than 22.9. At this limit
we are >80 per cent complete in both the radio galaxy field and all
the control fields. Completeness was calculated by comparing the
detection catalogues for the NB and deeper Ks images. In Fig. 2 we
plot the completeness curves for each field in the NB and Ks band.
Vertical lines indicate where the NB becomes 80 per cent complete.
Our NB > 22.9 mag corresponds to the completeness of the radio
galaxy field. In the radio galaxy field we find 31 sources above this
limit, 16 of which have values of Ks − NB > 3. 14 of these NB
excess sources have detections at 3.6 and 4.5 μm.
2.5 Hα emitters
Excess NB flux could also be produced from low-redshift (z < 1)
emission line contaminants or [O III] lines from sources at z = 3.57.
MNRAS 440, 3262–3274 (2014)
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Figure 2. Completeness histograms for the Ks (purple lines) and NB (green dashed lines) images in the MRC 2104−242 field and control fields. Vertical lines
mark the 80 per cent completeness limit for each NB image.
To remove low-redshift contaminants we used two methods: first
following the method of Daddi et al. (2004), we select Hα emitters
as sources with BzK colours ((z − Ks) − (B − z) > −0.2, or equiv-
alently gzK colours (z − Ks) − ( (g′−z′)−0.130.87 ) > −0.2). The BzK cri-
terion selects sources that lie at redshifts in the range 1.4 < z < 2.5
and has a contamination rate of ≤13 per cent from galaxies at z < 1
(Daddi et al. 2004). We do not have B-band photometry in the radio
galaxy field so we used the g′-band photometry in its place. We
converted the selection criteria using model galaxy spectra, red-
shifted to the lower limit of BzK-selected galaxies (z = 1.4) and
convolved with B, g′ and z′ filters. A line was fit to the g′ − z′ ver-
sus B − z′ points to obtain the selection conversion. Secondly, for
sources with IRAC detections, a colour cut of [3.6] − [4.5] > −0.1
was taken, selecting sources which lie at z > 1.3
(Papovich 2008).
We retain in our sample those sources which are selected by either
the BzK or IRAC criterion. We remove two sources because they
appear to be associated with a large, foreground galaxy, possibly
a spiral. We have checked our results with and without including
these sources and they remain unchanged. We therefore remove the
sources to avoid contamination from low-redshift interlopers.
Sobral et al. (2013) find that 10–20 per cent of sources selected
using the BzK method may be high-redshift contaminants. However,
without spectroscopic information we are unable to identify sources
at z= 3.57 and cannot remove them from our sample. After applying
our selection to our NB excess sources, we have 18 Hα emitters in
our sample (from 31 NB excess sources), including the radio galaxy
and three ‘companion’ galaxies, which lie within 3 arcsec of the
radio galaxy. Nine of these Hα emitters were selected via the IRAC
colour selection, and 11 via the BzK criterion (two were selected
by both criteria). We select 17/25, 9/16 and 8/12 (Hα emitters/NB
excess sources) from the COSMOS, UDS and GOODS-S control
fields, respectively.
2.6 AGN
We estimate the contamination rate of active galactic nucleus (AGN)
in our control fields using the Spitzer IRAC criterion from Donley
et al. (2012). From this selection we estimate that there are two
possible AGN in the COSMOS Hα emitter sample and none in the
UDS or GOODS-S samples. We do not have 5.8 and 8 μm data
for the MRC 2104−242 field that is deep enough to determine
the number of AGN around the radio galaxy. Assuming the AGN
fraction in the MRC 2104−242 field is the same as in the control
fields (AGN/Hα emitters = 0.03), we do not expect to find any
AGN in this field. We leave the suspected AGN in our control field
sample, so we do not bias our results, but discuss how removing
them will affect our results in Section 4.5.1.
3 D ETERMI NI NG PROPERTI ES
O F Hα EMI TTERS
3.1 Stellar mass
We determined stellar masses by using the SED fitting programme
‘Fitting and Assessment of Synthetic Templates’ (FAST; Kriek et al.
2009) to fit the photometry of our sample of Hα candidates to obtain
mass estimates. We assume from now on that the NB excess flux
in the Hα candidates is due to Hα+[N II] emission at the redshift
of the radio galaxy and we fixed the redshift of the fit to z = 2.49.
The control field galaxy redshifts were set to z = 2.24, 2.24 and
2.19 for COSMOS, UDS and GOODS-S, respectively, assuming
Hα emission from the centre of the NB filters.
We used FAST to fit Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar pop-
ulation synthesis models with a Chabrier (2003) IMF to our
photometry (B/g′,z′,J,H,K,[3.6],[4.5]). 12/18 Hα emitters in the
MRC 2104−242 field had detections in the IRAC bands. We fit de-
layed exponentially declining (SFR ∼ t exp [−t/τ ]) star formation
histories with dust extinction 0 < AV < 3 in steps of 0.2 mag (as-
suming the Calzetti et al. 2000 extinction law), 7.0 < log10(τ/yr) <
10.1 in steps of 0.1 and 7.5 < log10(age/yr) < 9.5 in steps of 0.2.
Metallicities were fixed to solar abundance. As we have rest-frame
UV, optical and NIR photometry, the stellar mass output from the
SED is well determined. Because of degeneracies between SFR,
dust extinction (AV) and the assumed star formation histories, we
do not use these outputs from the FAST output as they are likely to be
highly unreliable. However, the mass output is robust independent
of the exact star formation history template that is assumed (Shapley
et al. 2005). Errors in the stellar masses are determined from 100
Monte Carlo simulations performed by FAST, with the photometry
being varied within the flux uncertainties. We also added a rest-
frame template error function to take into account the uncertainties
in the model templates.
Some of the photometry for the control fields is deeper than for
the protocluster field. In our analysis only detections to the depth
of the MRC 2104−242 field were considered in the control fields.
We have checked our results using full-depth magnitudes for the
control field and find that our overall conclusions are unaffected by
the different depths of the images between fields.
3.2 SFRs
3.2.1 Hα-derived SFRs
We calculate the Ks continuum and convert our NB signal to an Hα
flux using
f (Kcont) = wKsf (Ks) − wNBf (NB)
wKs − wNB
, (2)
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f (Hα) = wNB[f (NB) − f (Kcont)], (3)
where f (Kcont) is the continuum flux density in the Ks band, f (NB)
and f (Ks) are the flux densities in the NB and Ks bands, respec-
tively, f (Hα) is the Hα flux and wKs and wNB are the widths of the
corresponding filters.
These values are corrected for dust extinction calculated from
the B − z′ colour,1 which corresponds to the rest-frame UV slope,
following the method of Daddi et al. (2004):
E(B − V ) = 0.25(B − z′ + 0.1)AB. (4)
Note that here we assume that the extinction for Hα is the same as
for the broad-band SED. Where sources had g′, B or z′ magnitudes
fainter than the 3σ limiting magnitude (see Table 1) we convolved
the best-fitting SED template for that source with the appropriate
filter curve in order to get a magnitude estimate. For the radio
galaxy field any sources with g′ magnitudes fainter than three times
the limiting magnitude were convolved with a B filter curve to avoid
having to convert the colours. For each of the control fields and for
the radio galaxy field z′ band, we used the B or z′ filter curve of the
instrument used to obtain the data.
Dust-corrected Hα luminosities were then calculated, scaling for
luminosity distance, and Hα SFRs determined using the Kennicutt
(1998) relation, converted to a Chabrier (2003) IMF:
SFR(M yr−1) = 4.39 × 10−42LHα (erg s−1). (5)
3.2.2 MIPS 24 μm SFRs
The Spitzer 24 μm filter transmits between 20.8 and 25.8 μm,
which corresponds to rest-frame wavelengths of 6.0–7.4 μm for
z = 2.49 galaxies. This rest-frame wavelength range is dominated
by polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) features, which have
been shown to provide a good measure of hidden star formation
(Siana et al. 2009).
The 24 μm data have a 3σ detection limit of ∼0.11 mJy. We have
a >3σ detection in 24 μm for the radio galaxy and its companions
(these sources are blended in the 24 μm image), however, the major-
ity of our Hα emitters were not individually detected. We therefore
stacked the sources to obtain a median flux density for each field.
The radio galaxy and its companions were not included in the stack,
however, we include the AGN candidates in the COSMOS field
as these sources were not individually detected at >2σ . Postage
stamps of 22 × 22 pixels (4.5 times the Spitzer 24 μm FWHM)
were created around each Hα source, and sources in each field were
median stacked (Fig. 3). Flux densities were then measured from
the stacks in 8 pixel (5 arcsec) diameter apertures (Table 2). These
rest-frame IR flux densities were converted to SFRs using both
the methods outlined in Rujopakarn et al. (2013, their section 5)
and using equation (14) of Rieke et al. (2009).2 The method from
Rujopakarn et al. (2013) assumes these galaxies lie on the galaxy
MS, whereas Rieke et al. (2009) calculate the SFR for (ultra) lumi-
nous infrared galaxies ([U]LIRGs). Without additional information,
such as a measure of the IR bump, we cannot distinguish between
the two scenarios for the galaxies in our sample (see Elbaz et al.
2011) and so use both methods in our analysis.
1 For the MRC 2104−242 field the B − z′ colour was calculated using
(B − z′) = ( (g′−z′)+0.090.91 ) at z = 2.5.
2 log (SFRIR) = 0.108 + 1.711(log (4πL2df ) − 53). Here, f is the flux den-
sity in an 8 pixel diameter aperture, Ld is the luminosity distance in cm.
Figure 3. Median stacks of MIPS 24 μm images for Hα emitters. Clock-
wise from top left: MRC 2104−242 (14 stamps), COSMOS (17 stamps),
GOODS-S (eight stamps), UDS (nine stamps). All images have the same
scale. Three of the four fields have clear detections, with MRC 2104−242
showing a stronger signal. The radio galaxy and companions are not included
in the stack, however, the COSMOS AGN candidates are included.
The detection limit of 0.11 mJy corresponds to ∼145 or
∼1200 M yr−1 (MS or ULIRG) at z = 2.5.
3.2.3 Herschel 250 μm SFRs
The Herschel/SPIRE 250 μm filter probes the far-IR bump for
galaxies at z > 2, allowing the total IR luminosity of distant
galaxies to be measured. These data have a 3σ detection limit
of ∼375 M yr−1 at z = 2.5. The radio galaxy and its compan-
ions are detected in the Herschel 250 μm data, and a few other
Hα sources had >2σ detections within 10 arcsec, however, due to
the large beam size of Herschel we are unable to robustly identify
counterparts. To obtain an estimate of the SFR of the Hα emitters
we therefore median stacked all Hα sources (not including the radio
galaxy and its companions). A SFR was derived from the median
250 μm flux by modelling the IR bump as an isothermal body of
temperature 35 K and β = 1.5. This template was normalized to the
detected 250 μm flux and integrated over 8–1000 μm to obtain LIR.
The LIR was converted to a SFR using the Kennicutt (1998) relation
adjusted to a Chabier IMF by dividing the SFRs by 1.6. Median
stacks of the Hα emitters in the UDS, COSMOS and GOODS-S
fields were produced in the same manner, but none of these stacks
resulted in a signal above 3σ significance.
4 R ESULTS
4.1 Galaxy overdensity
The field around MRC 2104−242 has a large overdensity of Hα
emitters (Figs 4 and 5). Excluding the radio galaxy and three nearby
companions(Fig. 6) there are 14 objects in a 7.09 arcmin2 field,
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Table 2. Flux densities measured from the 24 μm stacks in an aperture of radius 5 arcsec. The uncer-
tainties are the standard deviation of 1000 sets of n stacked random regions (where n is the number of
Hα sources in each field). The SFRs given are calculated from the 24 μm fluxes using relations based on
local ULIRGs and MS estimates.
Field n Flux density (μJy) SFR (MS; M yr−1) SFR (ULIRG; M yr−1)
MRC 2104−242 14 35.7 ± 10.0 37.3 ± 13.3 171.4 ± 94.6
COSMOS 17 10.3 (9.2) ± 3.5 (3.8)a 6.3 ± 2.6 13.3 ± 8.5
UDS 9 18.1 ± 1.2 12.3 ± 1.4 34.7 ± 5.9
GOODS-S 8 –b ± 0.52 0.63 0.48
aNumbers in brackets for COSMOS are flux density and error values when the AGN candidates are
removed from the stack.
bThere was no detectable signal in the GOODS-S stack, we use the 3σ value in all SFR calculations.
Figure 4. The control fields used in this study. From left: COSMOS, UDS, GOODS-S. The figures show the NB images, with detected Hα sources overlaid
as green circles. The AGN candidates in the COSMOS field are highlighted in blue. Each window is 7.5 × 7.5 arcmin2.
which is 8.0 ± 0.8 times the density of the control fields, i.e. contains
a galaxy overdensity of 7.0 ± 0.8. The field of view around the
HzRG is relatively small (4.5 × 4.5 Mpc2 comoving) compared to
the average size of high-redshift protoclusters: protoclusters at z> 2
typically extend for ∼10 Mpc (Venemans et al. 2007; Hatch et al.
2011a). As Chiang, Overzier & Gebhardt (2013) show this means
we cannot say anything for certain about the mass of this structure,
however, this level of overdensity is of the same order that has
been found in other protoclusters at similar redshift (e.g. Kurk et al.
2004; Hatch et al. 2011b; Hayashi et al. 2012). MRC 2104−242 is
therefore likely to also lie within a protocluster.
We tested to see if there was any preferential clustering of Hα
sources around the radio galaxy. We did this by comparing the aver-
age distance from the radio galaxy to average distances calculated
from random distributions of sources. The average distance of the
Hα sources from the radio galaxy differs from that expected from
a random distribution at a 2.6σ level. However, this includes the
three companion galaxies within 3 arcsec of the radio galaxy. When
these three sources are excluded from the analysis the significance
is only 1.2σ . Therefore there is no strong clustering around the radio
galaxy.
4.2 Red galaxies
Hatch et al. (2011a) found a 3σ overdensity of JHK galaxies
(J − H > H − K + 0.5 ∩ J − K > 1.5 [Vega]) around
MRC 2104−242. The JHK criterion selects red galaxies with low
SFRs or star-forming galaxies which are heavily obscured by dust,
and so probes a different population to the Hα emitters. We find 10
JHK galaxies within the ISAAC field-of-view (Figs 5 and 7), one
of which is the radio galaxy. The spatial distribution of the JHK
galaxies is presented in Fig. 5.
Whilst all of our Hα emitters are likely to lie within the proto-
cluster, the JHK galaxies lie within a much larger redshift range and
so it is unclear whether they are associated with the protocluster.
Two JHK galaxies, in addition to the radio galaxy, are Hα emit-
ters, meaning these galaxies are highly dust obscured, star-forming
galaxies which lie in the protocluster. One of these is the Hα source
with a 3σ signal at 24 μm and 2σ signal at 250 μm. Stacking the
NB images for the remaining seven JHK galaxies does not produce
a signal, giving an upper limit of SFR ∼ 5.5 M yr−1, and there is
no significant detection (<2σ ) in the stacked MIPS 24 μm and Her-
schel 250 μm images. Hence if the remaining seven JHK galaxies
are in the protocluster the lack of NB emission indicates that they
are passive, with a sSFR of log10(sSFR/yr−1) ≤ −9.7.
4.3 Comparison of the Hα emitters in the protocluster
and control fields
In this section we perform a detailed comparison of the protocluster
and control galaxies, including their stellar masses, SFRs, dust ex-
tinction (AV) and sSFRs. In all following analysis the radio galaxy
and three companions (see Fig. 6) have been removed from the
protocluster sample as these objects are likely to be affected by the
radio jets.
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Figure 5. Ks image of the field around MRC 2104−242. North is up, east
to the left. Detected Hα sources are shown with green circles. The radio
galaxy and three companions (see Fig. 6) lie at the origin, within the larger
green circle of radius 3 arcsec. The window size is 2.65 × 2.65 arcmin2.
The MRC 2104−242 field is clearly overdense compared to the control
fields (see also Fig. 4), containing 14 Hα emitters in a ∼7 arcmin2 field.
For comparison we also show galaxies selected by the JHK criterion (red
squares, see text for details). The radio galaxy was also selected by the JHK
criterion.
Figure 6. NB image of the radio galaxy MRC 2104−242 and its three
companion sources, all circled in green.
4.3.1 Mass
The protocluster galaxies are on average more massive than the con-
trol field galaxies as shown by Fig. 8(a). A two-sided Kolmogorov–
Smirnov (KS) test shows a significant difference between the two
Figure 7. NIR colours of galaxies in the MRC 2104−242 field. Lines
mark the JHK criterion used to select red galaxies at high redshift; galaxies
selected this way are shown by red squares. Hα emitters are highlighted
with green circles.
samples: KS, p =2.2 × 10−5. The SED fits at masses M < 109 M
have large errors associated with them, but even if we exclude
these galaxies from our analysis there is still a significant difference
(KS, p = 1.1 × 10−4). A similar difference between the masses of
protocluster and control galaxies has been found in other z > 2
studies, including Steidel et al. (2005), Hatch et al. (2011b) and
Koyama et al. (2013a).
The protocluster contains a large number of M > 1010.5 M
objects and no objects with M < 1010 M within our 7 arcmin2
field-of-view. Our detection method selects on Hα EW and galax-
ies below our completeness limit in SFR (<7 M yr−1) may not be
selected. The Hα sample is therefore incomplete at all masses and
particularly at low masses due to the mass–SFR relation. However
we emphasize that both the protocluster and the control fields are
incomplete to the same level as we have ensured that the selection
method is identical in all fields. Hence the difference in mass func-
tions in different environments is puzzling and is discussed in detail
in Section 5.2.
4.3.2 Dust
The protocluster galaxies typically have higher dust extinction, as
calculated from their UV slopes, than the field galaxies, with a
median AV that is twice as large (see Fig. 8c). A KS test shows a
significant difference in the dust content between the two environ-
ments: KS, p = 3.2 × 10−6.
Dust extinction correlates strongly with galaxy mass (e.g. Garn
& Best 2010) so we tested whether the observed trend was a symp-
tom of the mass difference found in Section 4.3.1 by limiting
our analysis to galaxies with M ≥ 1010 M. In Fig. 9 we show
the values of AV in both the protocluster and control fields as a
function of mass, with filled red squares highlighting the control
field galaxies with M ≥ 1010 M. The range of AV reduces for
this mass-limited sample and the control field galaxies are more
consistent with those in the protocluster. There remains a signifi-
cant difference in the dust extinction measured in the protocluster
and control galaxies for this sample, however, only at a 2σ level
(KS, p = 0.02).
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Figure 8. A comparison of the properties of the protocluster galaxies (black) and control galaxies (red dashed lines) including (a) mass, (b) Hα SFR (dust
corrected), (c) AV and (d) sSFR. Shaded in red are the mass-selected control field histograms for SFR, AV and sSFR (log(M/M) >10). Blue shaded histograms
show the two AGN candidates. Each histogram is normalized to 1.
Figure 9. AV as a function of galaxy mass for the protocluster (black circles)
and control field (red squares) galaxies. There is a trend for increasing dust
extinction with galaxy mass, with the trend becoming steeper at higher
masses.
4.3.3 SFRs
The Hα SFRs corrected for dust extinction using the UV slope are
plotted in Figs 8(b) and 10; there is little difference between the
protocluster and control galaxies. A KS test results in a probability
of 0.1.
Plotted in Fig. 10 are the dust-corrected Hα SFRs against the
SED-derived stellar masses for both the protocluster and control
field galaxies. The Daddi et al. (2007) and Santini et al. (2009)
correlations showing the ‘MS’ for z ∼ 2 galaxies are also plotted
for comparison. The scatter of Hα emitters with M < 1010.5 M is
consistent with the MS, but at higher masses both the protocluster
and control field galaxies appear to lie below this relation. This sug-
gests that the applied dust correction for the high-mass Hα emitters
is not sufficient and there may be additional star formation that is
heavily optically obscured. It is extremely difficult to correct for
dust extinction using the UV slope alone (Elbaz et al. 2011) and a
far more accurate measurement of the total SFR is obtained through
the IR luminosity.
In Fig. 11 we show the total SFR derived by combining the
raw Hα SFRs with SFRs derived through the IR 24 and 250 μm
luminosities. SFRs derived using 24 μm have two values depending
on whether we assume they have ULIRG SEDs or whether they
have MS SEDs. We note that as Hα emission is less sensitive to
dust attenuation than rest-frame UV light, these total SFRs may
Figure 10. Dust-corrected Hα SFRs against stellar mass. The protocluster
galaxies are plotted as filled, black circles and lie mostly at the high-mass
end of the plot. The control fields are plotted as open, red squares. The radio
galaxy and three companion galaxies are highlighted with green diamonds.
The COSMOS AGN candidates are plotted as filled red squares. Median
error bars at the top show the typical uncertainty on the SED mass estimates
in four mass bins [6.5 ≤ log10(M/M) < 8.5, 8.5 ≤ log10(M/M) < 9.5,
9.5 ≤ log10(M/M) < 10.5, 10.5 ≤ log10(M/M) < 12]. Overplotted
are relations from previous studies (Daddi et al. 2007; Santini et al. 2009,
labelled D07; S09) valid above M ∼ 109.5 M.
slightly overestimate the true SFR. However, the derived total SFRs
are almost entirely dominated by the IR, so the contribution from
unobscured Hα is likely to be negligible. The Herschel 250 μm
protocluster SFR estimate is in better agreement with the 24 μm IR
SFR estimate based on local ULIRGs (Rieke et al. 2009), although
all of these IR estimates are in agreement with the MS relationship.
Whilst the 24 μm signal could be due to AGN-heated warm dust,
the detection of 250 μm flux (rest frame 70 μm) in the protocluster
galaxies indicates that we must be detecting cooler dust heated by
UV emission from young, hot stars.
The IR+Hα SFRs are comparable to the dust-corrected Hα SFRs
in the control fields, but in the protocluster we find a large dis-
crepancy. The IR+Hα SFRs are at least twice as fast (and up to
10 times as fast) as the dust-corrected Hα SFRs which implies the
protocluster galaxies contain more optically obscured star forma-
tion than in the control galaxies. These results imply that the total
SFR of the massive galaxies which reside in dense regions can-
not be derived from Hα estimates alone; the protocluster galaxies
have higher masses with large dust extinctions, therefore, far-IR or
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Figure 11. The IR+Hα SFRs plotted against median mass values for the
protocluster (black filled symbols) and control fields (red open symbols).
From left to right: GOODS-S, COSMOS, UDS. 3σ upper limits are plotted
if no signal is observed. Circles and squares (offset in the x-axis for clarity)
are SFRs calculated from 24 μm using Rujopakarn et al. (2013) and Rieke
et al. (2009), respectively. Triangles are the dust-corrected Hα SFRs, with
error bars enclosing 68 per cent of the data. The crosses are the SFRs derived
from Herschel 250 μm stacks of Hα emitters. Overplotted are Daddi et al.
(2007) and Santini et al. (2009) relations, labelled D07 and S09. Also plotted
are the Herschel SFRs (IR+Hα) and 1σ error bars for sources with 250 μm
signal >2σ above the background noise: black/red diamonds are protoclus-
ter/COSMOS galaxies. These sources are consistent with being starbursts
(∼4 × the MS); the grey dotted line shows the Santini et al. (2009) relation
multiplied by 4.
submillimetre data are required to probe the optically obscured star
formation. We note that the large amount of dust extinction may
have implications for studies which aim to detect protoclusters and
study them through Lyman α emission from their member galaxies.
The IR SFRs reveal a different picture to the Hα SFRs: the
protocluster galaxies are forming stars more rapidly than the control
galaxies but much of this star formation is hidden from optical view.
Fig. 11 reveals that once this obscured star formation is taken into
account the protocluster galaxies lie on the same MS of the mass–
SFR relation as the control galaxies.
Our IR SFR estimates for both control and protocluster galaxies
are consistent with the MS of the SFR–mass relation, suggesting
that the majority of these Hα emitters are not undergoing a ‘bursty’
mode of star formation but rather forming stars at the expected
rate for their mass. This is in agreement with previous protocluster
studies (Koyama et al. 2013a,b). However, we note that the SFRIR
are derived from median stacks, thus our method would not be able
to find starbursting galaxies if the majority of the Hα emitters were
MS galaxies. A few of the protocluster galaxies have 2σ detections
at 250 μm, and one has a 3σ detection at 24 μm. If we remove
from the 250 μm stack those Hα emitters with nearby (≤10 arcsec)
2σ detections, the signal of the stack decreases and we do not
find a signal above 3σ (where 3σ corresponds to an upper limit of
98 M yr−1). We discuss these galaxies further in Section 4.4.
4.3.4 sSFRs
Fig. 8(d) compares the sSFRs of the protocluster and control galax-
ies. When the entire mass range of galaxies is taken into account
there is a significant difference in the sSFRs between the two pop-
ulations (KS, p = 6.8 × 10−4). However this difference is driven
by the disparate mass distributions of galaxies in the two environ-
ments. The shaded red histogram shows the distribution of sSFRs
of galaxies with masses M ≥ 1010 M. For this population there is
no significant difference in the sSFRs: KS, p = 0.15.
4.4 Highly star-forming galaxies
No Hα emitters in the protocluster or control fields are detected
above 3σ significance at 250 μm, however, there are a few de-
tections with signals >2σ . In the MRC 2104−242 field there
are three 2σ sources, one of which has a 3σ 24 μm detection of
0.11 μJy = 145 ± 60 M yr−1 (MS) or =1200 ± 775 M yr−1
(ULIRG). Their 250 μm SFRs are plotted in Fig. 11 as small black
diamonds.
In the control fields we only find one source with a >2σ detec-
tion. The 250 μm-derived SFR is plotted as a small red diamond in
Fig. 11. This source is one of the AGN candidates in the COSMOS
field.
We expect 5 per cent of our Hα emitters (i.e. <1 of the Hα emit-
ters) to be detected at the 2σ level due to noise in the 250 μm data.
In the protocluster we find three, suggesting that at least two of
them are real sources and not noise. All three sources have 250 μm
SFRs which are consistent with starbursting galaxies, defined such
that they lie four times above the MS (Rodighiero et al. 2011). This
suggests that the fraction of starbursts is several times higher in
the protocluster, with 21 per cent of the Hα emitters being starburst
galaxies, compared to just ∼3 per cent in the control field.
4.5 Robustness checks
4.5.1 AGN
Removing the two AGN detected in the COSMOS field from our
control sample does not significantly change our results. There is
still a significant difference in dust content estimated from the UV
slope (KS, p = 2 × 10−6) which remains at a 2σ level when consid-
ering the mass-limited galaxy samples. Furthermore, the trends for
the sSFRs remain the same: KS, p = 2.5 × 10−4 and KS, p = 0.1
for the full sample and mass-limited sample, respectively. The aver-
age IR and Hα SFRs decrease for the COSMOS field3 and the Hα
SFR distributions become significantly different at a 2σ level (KS,
p = 0.05). However, in the mass-limited sample (M > 1010 M)
there is still no significant difference in the SFRs between the two
distributions: KS, p = 0.43. Excluding the COSMOS AGN, the
starburst galaxy fraction is still higher in the protocluster than the
control field.
4.5.2 Luminosity distances
The NB filters used for our control fields have different central
wavelengths from the NB229 filter used to select the protocluster
galaxies. Since we select galaxies at slightly different redshifts,
the luminosity distance to the control field galaxies is slightly less
than to the protocluster galaxies. As the control field galaxies are
at lower redshifts than the protocluster, we probe further down
the luminosity function of the control field for the same cuts in
apparent magnitude. We have tested how this may affect the results
by taking this difference in magnitude into account and applying a
3 The median dust-corrected Hα SFR for the COSMOS field decreases by
<1 M yr−1 and the 24 μm + Hα SFR decreases by ∼2 M yr−1.
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cut to the control fields at brighter magnitudes. These cuts remove
five control field galaxies from our sample, increasing the level of
overdensity measured in the protocluster field to 9 ± 0.8 times the
control field density. The masses and star formation properties of
the remaining galaxies remain within the error margins calculated.
So the difference in luminosity distance between the protocluster
and control fields does not affect our other conclusions.
5 D ISC U SSION
5.1 Galaxy growth in protoclusters
We have shown that the star-forming protocluster galaxies at z = 2.5
are more massive than similarly selected galaxies in the field. The
SFRs and sSFRs of the protocluster galaxies are consistent with the
control galaxies once we take into account the difference in galaxy
mass by only comparing galaxy samples of similar mass.
The high-mass protocluster galaxies include a larger amount of
dust-obscured star formation than the lower mass control galaxies.
Once this has been included in the total SFRs by adding the IR
SFRs from the 24 μm and Herschel 250 μm data, we find that on
average, protocluster and control galaxies lie on the same MS of the
SFR–mass relation. This means that at z ∼ 2.5, galaxy growth in
terms of star formation is regulated predominantly by galaxy mass
and is not greatly affected by the environment of the host galaxy.
Figs 8(a) and 10 show that the protocluster galaxies typically have
higher masses than the control field galaxies, and there are more
than twice as many protocluster galaxies than field galaxies with
M > 1010.5 M (10 protocluster galaxies compared to only four
control field galaxies even though the protocluster area surveyed
is only 4 per cent of the control area). This poses a conundrum:
if the SFR is governed by galaxy mass alone at z ∼ 2.5, then
how did the protocluster galaxies gain so much mass so rapidly?
The early formation of these galaxies must be dependent on their
environments at higher redshift, even though at z ∼ 2.5 their growth
proceeds in the same way.
We find three 2σ detections at 250 μm in the protocluster, sug-
gesting the presence of starbursting galaxies. If the fraction of galax-
ies undergoing a starburst is much greater in denser environments,
this may explain the higher masses. Deeper submm observations of
protocluster galaxies are essential to understanding this issue.
5.2 Overdensity and the lack of low-mass star-forming
galaxies in protocluster
We now examine why, on average, galaxy masses differ between
the two environments. We find no difference at the high-mass end of
the distributions; taking a mass-selected sample of all Hα emitters
with M ≥ 1010 M there is no significant difference in the mass
distributions. However, we find no low-mass (M < 1010 M) galax-
ies in our protocluster sample. This skew in the mass distribution
means that the strength of the overdensity that we detect depends
on the mass range we examine, e.g. the protocluster number den-
sity is ∼25 times the control field if we only consider objects with
M > 1010 M and ∼55 times the control field at M > 1010.5 M
(see Fig. 12). This large excess of high-mass galaxies suggests the
presence of a galaxy protocluster, as discussed in Section 4.1. If
the MRC 2104−242 field does contain a protocluster, then we also
expect to find an overdensity of low-mass galaxies within the field.
Although we are incomplete in mass, particularly at low masses,
we are incomplete to the same level in the protocluster and the
control fields. Since we detect 22 Hα emitters at M < 1010 M
Figure 12. Galaxy number densities per mass bin for the control field (red
diamonds) and the protocluster (blue triangles). In grey we also show the
control field distribution, scaled by a factor of 25, to illustrate the expected
number densities in the protocluster. This figure shows a clear excess of
galaxies in the protocluster at the high-mass end, however, there appears to
be a lack of low-mass objects in the protocluster, whereas we detect many
low-mass objects in the field.
in the control fields, we expect to detect ∼21–22 Hα emitters in
the protocluster, assuming an overdensity of 24, whereas we do not
detect any (Fig. 8a). We note that the Koyama et al. (2013a) study
shows that the protocluster around MRC 1138−262 (the Spiderweb
Galaxy) also lacks low-mass objects. The difference we find in the
average masses between the MRC 2104−242 field and the control
field is due to this lack of low-mass galaxies in the protocluster,
rather than a population of extremely massive galaxies.
In the following subsections, we consider three possible rea-
sons for this difference in the protocluster and control field mass
distributions: an intrinsic difference in mass functions between the
protocluster and the field galaxies; observational effects, such as the
higher value of dust extinction in protocluster galaxies or low-mass
galaxies which may have already shut down their star formation and
mass segregation, with high-mass galaxies preferentially clustered
around the radio galaxy.
5.2.1 Environmental dependence of the galaxy mass functions
In order to determine an expected mass function for protoclusters at
z ∼ 2.5, we use semi-analytic models to produce the mass distribu-
tions of a protocluster and the surrounding field. We have taken the
z = 2.42 output of the Guo et al. (2011) semi-analytic model built
upon the Millennium Dark Matter Simulation (Springel et al. 2005).
The Millennium Simulation follows the evolution of 21603 dark
matter particles from z= 127 to the present day in a box of comoving
side length 500 h−1 Mpc. The simulation adopts a flat CDM cos-
mology with {0, , σ8, n, h} = {0.25, 0.75, 0.9, 1, 0.73}. This
is consistent with the Two-degree Field Galaxy Redshift Sur-
vey (2dFGRS; Colless et al. 2001) and the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) first year results (Spergel et al. 2003),
but is marginally discrepant with the latest measurements of cosmo-
logical parameters (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013). Haloes were
identified using a Friends-of-Friends (FoF) algorithm (Davis et al.
1985) with linking length 0.2, which were then analysed for bound
substructures using SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001). Only haloes con-
taining 20 particles were considered and we note that similar results
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Figure 13. Semi-analytic derived mass distributions for all galaxies (red
diamonds) and protocluster galaxies (blue triangles, see text for details).
Dashed lines show the fitted Schechter function. The values of M∗ and 
differ by 0.4 and 0.14 dex, respectively. The difference in α is 0.08 dex.
can be found with other halo finders (Knebe et al. 2011; Muldrew,
Pearce & Power 2011).
Galaxies were added to the halo merger tree using the Guo et al.
(2011) semi-analytic model, which is an updated version of the
Croton et al. (2006) and De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) models. A full
description of the model, including modifications, can be found in
those papers. Traditionally semi-analytic models have been poor
at reproducing the redshift evolution of the galaxy stellar mass
function. As shown in fig. 23 of Guo et al. (2011), the high-mass
end of the galaxy stellar mass function is reproduced well in this
redshift range, but there is an overabundance of lower mass galaxies.
In order to minimize the effect of this overabundance of low-mass
galaxies, we limit our sample to galaxies with stellar masses greater
than 109.5 h−1 M.
We identify 1938 clusters in the z = 0 catalogue by considering
haloes with masses greater 1014 h−1 M. For each z = 0 identified
cluster, we locate the highest mass progenitor galaxy in the z = 2.42
catalogue. We then subsample cubes of side length 3.5 h−1 Mpc co-
moving centred on these progenitors and compare the mass function
with that of the whole volume, a cube of side length 500 h−1 Mpc
comoving.
Fitting a Schechter curve to the semi-analytic derived mass dis-
tributions (Fig. 13) we find that the expected mass function of the
protocluster shows no turnover at the faint end. Indeed, we find the
faint-end slope for protocluster galaxies tends to be slightly steeper
(by 0.1 dex) than that for the whole volume. The distributions differ
significantly in the value of M∗ and normalization (differences of
0.4 and 0.14 dex, respectively). This means that the difference in
number densities that we observe is not due to a fundamental differ-
ence in the shape of the mass functions at z ∼ 2.5. The shape of the
expected mass function is dependent on the volume sampled and the
SFR of the galaxies that are selected. We will further examine how
the star-forming fraction, and hence galaxy mass function, changes
as a function of volume sampled in an upcoming paper (Muldrew
et al., in preparation).
5.2.2 Observational effects on mass distributions
Our NB survey selects star-forming galaxies with Hα emission,
down to a dust-uncorrected SFR of ∼7 M yr−1. If the low-mass
Figure 14. Number density histograms in the Ks band and at
4.5 μm for galaxies with colours J − H > H − Ks − 0.15 (Vega) and
[3.6] − [4.5] > −0.1 (AB), respectively. These criteria select passive, as
well as star-forming, galaxies. Black histograms are for the MRC 2104−242
field, red is the control field and green is the difference between the two,
indicating protocluster candidates. Completeness is shown by the vertical
dashed lines. The lack of protocluster galaxies at magnitudes brighter than
the completeness limits, shown by the drop in the green histograms, suggests
a lack of faint galaxies in this protocluster.
protocluster galaxies were passive or heavily obscured by dust,
our NB survey would not detect them. To test if these galaxies
are missing in our NB survey, we compare the galaxy luminosity
functions in the protocluster field to the control field (Fig. 14).
We compare the luminosity functions in the Ks band, using a
J − H > H − Ks − 0.15 cut to remove galaxies at redshifts below
∼1, and at 4.5 μm, taking a ([3.6] − [4.5])AB > −0.1 colour cut
(selecting galaxies at z > 1.4). These wavebands select passive
galaxies, as well as the star-forming NB emitters in our sample,
albeit with a large contamination rate. We find an overdensity of
bright galaxies (Ks < 21.9 and 4.5 μm <20.5) and a lack of faint
galaxies in both Ks and 4.5 μm at magnitudes fainter than 21.9
(AB) and 20.5 (AB), respectively. The lack of faint galaxies, at
magnitudes brighter than the completeness limits (shown by the
vertical dashed lines in Fig. 14), suggests that this protocluster
lacks both star-forming and passive low-mass galaxies.
Recently Kulas et al. (2013) found that the metallicity of pro-
tocluster galaxies did not vary with galaxy mass, whereas field
galaxy metallicity decreases with decreasing mass. They found no
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difference between the two environments at high masses, but at low
masses found a significant difference in metallicity. This suggests
that low-mass galaxies are more metal rich in protocluster envi-
ronments than in the field. This may also mean that the low-mass
galaxies in protoclusters are dustier than those in the field. However,
with our current data we find no evidence to suggest this and it is
difficult to test as we do not detect any low-mass galaxies in the
protocluster.
5.2.3 Mass segregation
Protoclusters at high redshift are not dynamically evolved and so
it is unlikely that large-scale mass segregation has had enough
time to occur: our 2.65 × 2.65 arcmin2 area corresponds to
1.28 × 1.28 Mpc2 in physical coordinates. Assuming an average
galaxy velocity of 500 km s−1, this gives a crossing time of 2.5 Gyr.
At z = 2.49, the age of the Universe is 2.58 Gyr. This means that
there has not been enough time for virialization to occur and any dy-
namical friction effects will not be strong enough to produce mass
segregation in the protocluster at this redshift.
Substructure has, however, been found around radio galaxies at
high redshift. Hayashi et al. (2012) reported the discovery of a proto-
cluster where there were three distinct ‘clumps’ of galaxies on scales
of ∼8–10 Mpc. They found that the highest mass objects resided
in the densest clump at z = 2.53, suggesting that higher mass ob-
jects may preferentially form in denser environments. Kuiper et al.
(2010) also found that the most massive and highly star-forming
galaxies were located near the radio galaxy of a z ∼ 3 protocluster.
It may be that protoclusters have more high-mass galaxies forming
through monolithic collapse, or experience many more mergers in
the early years of their formation. Measuring galaxy sizes in pro-
toclusters compared to the field may provide more information on
galaxy formation mechanisms in different environments.
5.2.4 Where are the low-mass galaxies?
In the previous subsections we have established that the
MRC 2104−242 protocluster galaxy mass function differs from
that of the control field for both star-forming and passive galaxies.
A higher level of dust extinction in only the low-mass protocluster
galaxies could produce this effect observationally; with our current
data we only find a 2σ difference in the dust extinction between the
protocluster and control field galaxies at high masses, and cannot
test this at lower masses. Alternatively, protocluster environments
may form more high-mass galaxies through monolithic collapse
or protocluster galaxies may undergo many more mergers in the
early stages of their growth compared to the field. We find tentative
evidence that the fraction of starburst galaxies is higher in the pro-
tocluster, indicating a more rapid growth of galaxies in denser envi-
ronments. We note that data from Koyama et al. (2013a) also show
a similar lack of galaxies with low masses in the MRC 1138−262
protocluster, however, with only two protoclusters it is difficult to
come to any firm conclusions as to why we find this result. In fu-
ture studies it is important that we now progress towards larger
samples of protoclusters, in order to obtain a meaningful statistical
understanding of the formation and evolution of these structures.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D S U M M A RY
We have undertaken a NB survey of the field around the HzRG
MRC 2104−242. We have selected star-forming galaxies in this
field and compared their properties with those of a field sample at
similar redshifts. Here we present our key results.
(i) The field around the HzRG MRC 2104−242 is overdense
compared to blank control fields, with a level of overdensity of
8.0 ± 0.8 times the average blank field, which is consistent with this
field being the progenitor of a low-redshift cluster, i.e. a protocluster.
(ii) The protocluster galaxies around MRC 2104−242 are more
massive and have more hidden star formation than control field
galaxies at the same redshift. When we take a mass-selected field
sample we find no difference in the SFR and sSFR between the two
environments, and only a minor difference in the dust content.
(iii) Star formation at z ∼ 2.5 is governed predominantly by
galaxy mass, not environment. After including dust-extincted star
formation using 24 μm and Herschel data we find that the average
SFR–mass relations are the same irrespective of environment and
both the protocluster and control field galaxies lie close to the MS.
(iv) We find a large difference in the mass distributions between
environments: we expect to find ∼21–22 galaxies in the protoclus-
ter at masses M < 1010 M and detect none. This could indicate
a higher level of dust extinction in low-mass galaxies in the proto-
cluster. It may alternatively be due to galaxies in the protocluster
forming more high-mass galaxies through monolithic collapse or
undergoing many more mergers in the early stages of their growth.
(v) We find tentative evidence of a larger fraction of starburst
galaxies in the protocluster than in the control field. Further data are
required to confirm the 250 μm detections, however, a more rapid
mode of star formation in denser environments may explain how
protocluster galaxies build up their mass quicker than in the field.
(vi) The overdensity we detect in this small area is highly depen-
dent on the mass range we consider. It can range from an overdensity
of 0 (at M < 1010 M) to 55 (M > 1010.5 M). It is important when
quantifying protoclusters to compare their mass functions, rather
than simply number overdensities.
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